
Calculating percentages of totals 

 

When working with data, we frequently have to perform simple calculations to 
give the numbers meaning. In this instance, we will work with Canadian 
Citizenship and Immigration Canada’s Refugee claimants by top 50 countries 
of citizenship, the fourth tab from the bottom that breaks down the numbers 
by country. The “Refugee claimants by top 50 countries of citizenship” table 
tracks individuals who successfully make their asylum claims from within Canada, 
and then become so-called protected persons. They must then apply for 
permanent resident status. This is why the total numbers are lower than the 
overall yearly numbers for refugees, which include claims made outside Canada. 

Once you download the table, paste the website’s URL into the first available cell 
in the first row, and save the table as an updated Excel version. Be sure to work 
from the copied version.  

Before working with the table, we always want to do the necessary clean-up, 
which  means that the first row contains the column labels and there is nothing at 
the bottom. If there is a row that contains the total for each column, which there 
is in this case, you want to make sure that it is separated from the entire table so 
that those numbers don’t get caught up in the sorting and skew your results.  

Because column A doesn’t have a title, let’s give it one. Call it “Countries”. 

http://open.canada.ca/data/en/dataset/052642bb-3fd9-4828-b608-c81dff7e539c
http://open.canada.ca/data/en/dataset/052642bb-3fd9-4828-b608-c81dff7e539c


 

 

Create a new column in M and label it “Percent of Total – 2014”. Use the formula 
for calculating the percent of total, which is also covered on pages 74 and 75 of 
Computer-Assisted Reporting. The formula looks like this:  

 

K2 is the first value in column K – “China, People’s Republic of” – and K54 is the 
total at the bottom of the table. Before pressing enter, we want to anchor the 
total value in K54 to ensure that the numbers for each country are calculated as a 
percentage of the same total. To do this, we use a dollar sign at either side of the 



K in K54, format the number as a percent with one decimal place, and then copy it 
to the bottom.  

 

You can now sort column M in ascending or descending order. To get the hang of 
this and determine how those percent of totals have changed over the years, 
perform the same calculation for each year, meaning that you will have to insert a 
new column after each year. 


